Historians do their best work when they struggle to find that place where the particulars of authentic lives, times, and events meet the possibility of generalization and the two perspectives illuminate each other. Most authentic lives display the banalities of daily existence punctuated by moments of aspiration and achievement that transcend the mundane. As often as not, achievements fall short of aspirations, scattering frustration and disappointment in their wake. Historians sift the resulting detritus and try to recover the dynamics of this strange relationship between the idiosyncratic individual and the "whole picture." We have before us here two fine examples of seasoned historians striving to do just that. Tamara Plakins Thornton has written an enormously learned book about an intellectually challenging subject-mathematic systems-in the guise of a normal biography of Nathaniel Bowditch, an early American gentleman of Salem, Massachusetts. Edward Gray has written an artful and sophisticated book about a complicated man-Thomas Paine-in the guise of a simple study of Paine's life-long effort to peddle his design for an iron bridge. Both subjects pursued the sublime union of natural law and human freedom. Both were disappointed.
applied. While pursuing with one hand a perfectly ordinary practical course for a young man of modest means, with the other Bowditch taught himself mathematics and carved out a name for himself as a genius with numbers, with systems, and with the orderly view of things that proceeded from the two.
Bowditch's first triumph came with the publication of his New American Practical Navigator (1802). Celestial navigation required the comparison of real-time observations of the moon and stars with elaborate, published tables of values designed to yield a global position. Human "computers" produced the requisite tables, crunching out page after page of numbers, setting them in type, and laboriously proof-reading the resulting pages. Errors crept in relentlessly. Starting with the most popular British navigational manual, Bowditch reworked these calculations, added the latitude of hundreds of American reference points, corrected for a serious mistake involving the leap year, included simple tutorials for use by practical seamen, and produced a new manual that quickly became the standard for the next generation. The book secured his reputation as a man of precision and practicality-if not pedantry. Many of his thousands of "corrections" could be found in the third decimal, too insignificant to affect working navigational decisions. (Today we might diagnose Bowditch as some kind of savant, especially in light of the rigid social miscues and lack of impulse control or executive self-regulation he displayed throughout his adult life; in his day he was considered very smart and prickly.) Bowditch's mathematical studies carried him deep into what we know as calculus, where he began to develop approaches to actuarial probabilities and statistical differentiations that he promptly put to use developing compound interest tables, marine insurance risks, and life insurance tables. On the applied side he developed systems for Salem's East India Marine Society and for the Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance Company of Boston. To these financial services ventures he brought a degree of method, system, and regularity never before seen in banks or counting houses. He specialized in developing universal blank forms that rendered transactional information easy to compile, summarize, analyze, and manipulate. In the early years of the Republic business often was conducted among friends and kinsmen, where discretion and flexibility were valued highly. But discretion was the enemy of uniformity and system, and Bowditch struck against it everywhere: no late payments of interest, no excuses, no special considerations based on who the parties were. In this capacity we met Thornton's Bowditch ten years ago in a prize-winning article about the Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance Company's ruthless approach to mortgages.
1 In the present book he appears less nasty and more methodical, but in his obsessions we can see hints of Charles Dickens's future "Gradgrind" in the making.
Bowditch next took on the challenge of reforming the Harvard Corporation while at the same time launching a huge project to translate and annotate PierreSimon Laplace's Mécanique Céleste, a transformative text in the development of mathematical physics. In a ruthless campaign to introduce "good business practices" into the management of higher education (sounds eerily familiar?) Bowditch drove out a treasurer, a steward, and the president of Harvard in the "Davis-Higginson-Kirkland putsch" (p. 214). In the process he revolutionized business and academic records, protocols, and the library systems, all while serving as a fellow of the corporation with no earned college degree. In the Laplace project he aimed at nothing less than to bring to American scientists the key to progress of mathematics, again working from the sketchy platform of an autodidact from Salem, Massachusetts.
Thornton's biography succeeds in making the case for the importance of Nathaniel Bowditch's life and work, although she prefers not to make too much of the Franklinesque tale of an untutored provincial forcing his way into scientific circles. Her larger purpose is tied to the link between mathematics, systems analysis, bureaucratic procedures, and the emergence of heartless markets in a modern capitalist system. Despite its appearance in the middle of the so-called romantic period, when sentiment and genius supposedly conquered all, Laplacean calculus generated tools by which an almost limitless universe of variables could be reduced to predictable formulae. Laplace himself allowed that a sufficiently expansive intellect could determine everything mathematically. The same specter of determinism later haunted General Systems Theory in the twentieth century, just as it curtailed our enthusiasm for the sociology of Talcott Parsons, and fed the Jurassic Park franchise.
Ed Gray takes up a different kind of challenge in Tom Paine's Iron Bridge. Everybody knows about Paine-his contribution of Common Sense (1776) to the American revolutionary cause, and his Rights of Man (1791) defending the French Revolution. A restless intellectual radical in an age of revolution, Paine made homes (and enemies) in England, France, and the United States. He is less well known as an architect or civil engineer, although his efforts in behalf of raising iron bridges persisted through much of his lifetime. Ed Gray wants to understand why: why Paine cared about his iron bridge, and why we apparently do not.
Paine himself would have us believe that his true calling lay in architecture but events beyond his control repeatedly called away his attentions. Watching his career as a radical agitator, others saw him drawn to incendiary mischief like a moth to a flame. Critics at the time found him testy, irascible, inconstant, given to drink and ranting, conspiratorial. John Adams called him a "better hand at pulling down than building." But Gray sees a different Paine, one in whom the urge to build and connect the people proved as strong as the urge to inflame their tempers and turn them into the streets. Architecture for Paine was not an abrupt change of focus but "a logical step forward for a man committed to the causes of democracy and liberty" (p. 9).
Biographical narrative provides an awkward frame for Gray at this point. During the years of the American Revolution Paine the agitator/radical/ revolutionary servant found no time to pursue architecture or engineering, yet Gray is forced to sketch in broad strokes an account of what Paine was doing-including the publication of Common Sense and a second series of essays on The American Crisis-none of which links back very well to the iron bridge. Eschewing all profit from his pamphlet writing, Paine found himself scrambling in these years for subsistence, taking refuge in the patronage of men such as financier Robert Morris, and appearing to some to be nothing but a hired pen. In 1785 Paine's entreaties for recognition and compensation finally were answered by a gift of land from the state of New York and an honorarium from Congress. This security and leisure allowed him to focus once more on his bridge ideas.
Paine's immediate goal was to span the Schuylkill River at Philadelphia with a single shallow arch, a small segment of a very large circle (instead of the traditional half segment of a small one). His theory contradicted all conventions, and Paine lacked the money and or the technical skill to demonstrate its virtues. His bid for a corporate charter ran afoul of toxic politics of the Pennsylvania legislature (made so in part by Paine's tirades in defense of the Robert Morris's unpopular Bank of North America). With a technical partner, John Hall, he managed to build a thirteen-foot wooden demonstration model, but it flexed ever-so-slightly under load, boding ill for the full-sized structure. Paine's design required a fabric less flexible than wood, less rigid than stone. In 1781 a British iron maker, Abraham Darby, erected a cast iron bridge, and while its arch was a proper half-circle its fabric-iron-suggested a fix for Paine's dilemma. Gray finds no evidence that Paine did (or did not) know of Darby's breakthrough, but by 1786, Hall and Paine were testing scale models made of cast and then wrought iron. Still, their technical success did not unblock the Pennsylvania assembly, and a frustrated Paine took his scheme to France.
Like a Swiftian tale, this story meanders through France, then back to England, where, with the help of Edmund Burke, Paine found both ironmakers and a client willing to see his bridge erected. A large model was exhibited in London (for a fee) to sustain further development. Cue the French Revolution, Burke's scathing attack on the same, and Paine's resulting intemperate assault on his old friend Edmund Burke (not to mention the whole British political system). Again revolutionary politics cut Paine off from his patrons, and any effort to support himself with his bridge projects-endorsed as they were by the French-branded Paine a two-fisted traitor. As more vitriolic installments of The Rights of Man came out, the British government indicted Paine for seditious libel. He fled once more to France, into the maelstrom known as "The Terror," where his radicalism quickly paled and, like so many others, he found himself denounced. After months in prison he was rescued by the new American ambassador, James Monroe (who replaced Paine's old patron-turned-enemy Robert Morris). Paine survived until the revolutionary pause in 1802, when he sailed once more for the United States. No hero's welcome followed. Even lowly Jeffersonians found little to like about the atheistic author of The Age of Reason. Four decades of "fame" had left Paine an outcast in three countries. In 1796 his iron bridge-or one very much like it-was opened in Sunderland by his erstwhile English partners to great fanfare (but not for Tom Paine).
Gray's achievement is considerable, guiding his readers through a chaotic romp that nearly defies credibility. Whether he succeeds in his promise-to explain why Paine obsessed about bridges and why we do not remember him so-is less clear. Gray would have us extend Paine the benefit of every doubt when his behavior so often resembled that of a soldier of fortune threading his way through dangerous times. His chronic dependence on the kindness of strangers forced him to curry favor from men who would use and forget him readily. His swift and terrible reversals of temper confirmed for many a deep instability. His chronic search for patrons for his iron bridge looks rather like the campaigns of many inventors in his day who pleaded endlessly for patents, licenses, contracts, and compensations for untried new ideas (or successful ideas for which others took credit). It certainly might be true that Paine just wanted to build useful bridges to help folks to live in freedom and harmony, conveniently crossing their rivers. It might have been his guiding passion. But Paine seems not to have engaged very much with the internal improvement advocates of his day while repeatedly jerking attention back to his radical pamphleteering. Gray's presentation of the case moves cinematically through selected "scenes from a life," establishing the ground for Gray's conclusion but leaving open the possibility that a more comprehensive treatment might support a different claim.
These two masters of their craft have given us much to consider both about the past itself and about what we want to accomplish when we write about the past. Both subjects nursed grand ambitions they surely felt had not been achieved; both left us nonetheless a world made different by their efforts. Thornton's investment in Nathaniel Bowditch seems on the face of it enormous. Her subject was not particularly likeable, and cutting-edge mathematics is every bit as welcome to most readers as the syrup of ipecac. Nevertheless, she paid her dues with Laplace and brought Bowditch to life in order to show us something about the power of numbers to regulate the world-a power that we now know so well we forget it was not always so. Gray's formidable task lay more in dimming the lights on the "big story" that is Tom Paine so that we can see the lesser light than derived from (or was reflected in?) his fascination with bridges. In size and form the two books are very different.
One comprises four hundred dense pages, richly trimmed with academic documentation, while the other holds half as many sheets lightly burdened with source notes. One is nearly symphonic in scale, the other a bagatelle. Yet both reward the reader's careful attention and beg us to ponder, in two registers, the reading and writing of history.
